Coming Climate Hell Caused by Defeat In Class Struggle.

2019/02/19

Technologically,climate fixing is possible,but Politically,it has become deadlock.
Essence come from denying visible,but lighting darkness of who rule all from behind the world,

The Bible,Ephesians.
6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers,against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness
in high places.Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
Operation EndGame.
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” to live
forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX JONES
reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
The Core of Spiritual Wickedness in High Places.
“REVOLUTION is more terrible than Defeating War !!” by F.Konoe Japan prime minister of
the emperor family at that wartime...the Origin of Upside Down World.
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%BF%91%E8%A1%9B%E4%B8%8A%E5%A5%8F%E6%96%87

“If the world is upside down the way it is now,would’nt we have to turn it
over to get it to stand up straight ?.....-Eduarod Galeano
http://upsidedownworld.org/
[１]：Hiding Main War-Criminal could not permit USA accusing Perl Harbor Attack.
⑴Modern Japan top ruler has been being operated by UK&USA since 1868
This is shameful colonial nation mechanism and very harmful also for the world.
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J132-HATE-POWER-the-DESTROYER.pdf

⑵South Korea’s top lawmaker had revealed the deadly Imperial fact !
Demanding the retirement before his dying is illegal against the Constitution,while USA
President is to authorize it by his first meeting with coming emperor as foreign VIP.
Trump likely to be first foreign leader to meet new emperor(2019/02/04).
http://www.asahi.com/ajw/articles/AJ201812040038.html
Not only Japan,but also UK,Saudi Arabia,,Sweden,.... of Kingdom nations,there were many
insidious Imperial family corruptions without law suits<APPENDIX-5>.
The world has been being ruled by wealthiest and such privileged nobilitiest the hereditary,
it is which that has been causing global extermination by Climate Hell.Because the fixing
decisively needs global REVOLUTION the class struggle,while they supremely hate it,
which had turned the world upside down(anti God ruling !).

Top South Korean Lawmaker Seeks Apology From Emperor To End
‘Comfort Women’ Dispute
https://pacific.epeak.in/2019/02/09/top-south-korean-lawmaker-seeks-apology-from-empero
r-to-end-comfort-women-dispute/
BLOOMBERG – The Emperor should hold hands with women who were forced to work in
Japan’s military brothels and make a personal apology if Tokyo wants to end the
decades-old dispute, South Korea’s top lawmaker said.National Assembly Speaker Moon
Hee-sang said in an interview Thursday that Emperor Akihito — as “the son of the main
culprit of war crimes” — should deliver the apology before his planned abdication in May.

The meaning behind this picture of Emperor Hirohito and General MacArthur
https://medium.com/@izana/the-meaning-behind-this-picture-of-emperor-hirohito-and-gene
ral-macarthur-e94d5ff2b91d
It was General MacArthur USA who saved and employed Emperor Hirohito the main war
culprit as authorized mappet for ruling colonial nation Japan after the war. The Illegal
Position Treaty between Japan & USA that has been ruling Japan’s administration.
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J89-the-LAWLESS-OCCUPATION.pdf
Since 1995,Earthquake Weapon(HAARP&sea-flor Bomb)had become threatening tool
against Japan and caused terrible radioactive disaster at Fukushima NP the 3rd A-bomb.In
websites,the paper fact had been disclosed,but accusing against USA’s responsibility will
not appear.This is nothing,but the brutal cruelty by NAZIS reincarnated USA.
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J95-Reverification-on-the-Criminal-3_11.pdf

In 2002,there were dire prediction on destroying energy sector Japan by USA ruler.
http://ameblo.jp/64152966/entry-11747721386.html

In order not to grow power of Japan by anymore and not to be anti-USA,it is necessary to
put handcuff against energy sector in Japan for coming long years<Zaikai tenbou,2002/11>,
This terrible situation had been realized since 2011,the cost of which must be paid by USA.

Japan's Imperial Conspiracy by David Bergamini: An Evaluation
https://scholarspace.manoa.hawaii.edu/handle/10125/33795
REVOLUTION is more terrible than defeating war by F.Konoe prime minister of the emperor
family at that wartime....the Origin of Upside Down World !.
This is detailed documentary by related Japanese person’s testimony at that time.
Also in old Japan Constitution law,emperor’s position was top commander of military.,so his
role both in actual actions and in law,his criminal was evident enough.
[２]. Case of the Nation Once Cutted Off Neck of King.
Recent relation between Japan and France might come to tipping point？Once France had
accomplished republic nation destroying ancient regime(1789). It is told 10 French soldier joined
so called Goryokaku war between Samurai government Tokugawa and coup power of retro
recovering kingdom supported by UK before 1868.The defeat established emperor Japan.

https://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/yumehamaroku/13654167.html
⑴Carlos Ghosn former Renault boss and Olympic chief Takade the imperial family.
This is very interesting case that once again revealed crime of imperial family in Japan.
In the past,Konoe’s family prime minister Morihiro Hosokawa was sued by bribery so
called Orange Suspicion.However the emperor family was not arrested by the privilege.
https://blog.goo.ne.jp/bdwy88ws/e/5f6eb029a5add47596521bfef358e740

Japan’s Olympics Chief Faces Corruption Charges in France
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/11/world/europe/japan-olympics-corruption-tsunekazu-takeda.html

Head of Japan Olympic Committee faces French corruption probe
https://www.ft.com/content/61e7df32-1590-11e9-a581-4ff78404524e
Timing of the investigation into Mr Takeda coincides with the arrest of Nissan-Renault boss
Carlos Ghosn in Japan....His great-grandfather was the Emperor Meiji and he is the current
emperor’s second cousin.
This is evident that the aim of the authority is hostage Ghosn against Takeda’s charge.

⑵What is Missing in France now.
Essentially it may be right that in Europe, way of life is supported by social welfare. While the
opposite side is extremely competitive society USA where winner takes all,and defeated
poor should die without medicare.Their medical cost is astonishing from view of the other
nations .Delusional USA with superficial prosperity is barbaric Darwinism nation filled with
gun disasters in domestic, and with perpetual false flag coup and wars in abroad.It is ant
God ruling nation without justice,truth and brotherhood. The reason is evident that they are
ruled by NAZIS reincarnated by Rockefeller the supremacist and the anti-God.Once NAZIS
was funded secretly by wall street(Rockefeller)and defeated them was imported to USA with
establishing CIA-military industry complex the reincarnated NAZIS.There is decisive fault
that the anti God is stronger than Angel in upside down now world.European may have
same potential of ability,however social welfare society had lost their sharp sensitivity,while
abnormal American has always been being driven by eagerness toward hard work.Anytime
they are at edge cliff of do or die.This is the singular mechanism of American imperialism
with the superficial prosperity ,which is nothing,but had caused unhappy world now.Once
someone told that they become uneasy in peacetime,while into wartime,they recover
sanity.Yes USA is upside down nation ruled by anti-God.Note Europe now has been being
ruled by NAZIS USA due to operation Gradio.That is, there is betrayers who lost royalty to
their colleague and to own nation.This fatality is not only Europe,but also Latin America
(operation Condor) and Japan(since 1868).
⑶Substantially any old policy is entirely temporal,but leads only to coming HELL.
Once France in De Gaulle influence left era,they seemed free,however,the era had changed
to be not so at now.In 2015,author went to Paris climate meeting(by NGO)with placard of
accusing the oil merchant Rockefeller,however Paris police intercepted his entrance.
Thereby,he wrote agitation villa to spread town people in Paris,however those were rapidly
stolen while he left that places. So it seems true that operation Gradio had established
ruling by CIA not only in Italy,but also France and Europe(the reincarnated NAZIS
ruling).However some young Paris people seemed sympathetic to author.However
their strong tradition of being republic nation people in France is applaudable.They are
educated so as People in different birth go together to co-live !!.
Frequent violence in Yellow Vests Struggle was told that those are someone who cause
strong intervention of Police Power.The many wish peaceful demonstration..
https://gendai.ismedia.jp/articles/-/58845
However,both could not win.Because oil price rise would damage rural poor people.
Oil consuming as usual would invite Climate Hell.This is deadly contradiction.

Only global CLIMATE WARTIME REVOLUTION really could save people.Then
non carbon transportation is a weapon which must be supported by national strategy.
Oil to H2gas rapid transition is technically possible,simultaneously this could be rise of new
industry with employment in stagnation Europe.These needs decisive REVOLUTION.
See APPENDIX-4:
[３]：USA the Damned Nation Causing Climate Hell.
None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free.
“The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which, when it failed,
became a moral one later on” ......J.W.Goethe.
If you wish own stability,at first you must pray whole stability,.....Nichiren the Rotas
Sutra Priest.....Only the Sutra revealed being and ruling of God in God-less Buddhism.
⑴In current momentum,Trump would become Hitler or be prisoned.
Appearing Trump the populist president has been causing a boom of similar populism
leaders in Europe,Asia and Brazil.If the world has no global deadly problem such as climate
change,populism the essentially egocentric nationalism by people might be not harmful,
but the reality is entirely upside down.If society was going toward chaotic,becoming
egocentric is to cause more chaos,while becoming cooperative by tolerance with others,
society would have chance to recover from having become chaotic.The insidious global
elites(the deadly conservative) seems to hate Trump appearing,while they might welcome
his politics.After all,Trump presidency now has been causing the world toward unprecedent
global extermination.
⑵The other view is that his team tried to make enemy friend by inviting his government
team and make them to work together toward accomplishing their plans.If the latter could
have accomplished,USA would become harmless ordinal nation.However time left for global
saving is imminent !!!.Essentially he a is salesman who sell what people want(populism).
Therefore,unless people really became wise with facts,people would take own failure at last.
(Above all, unless rapid constructing manmade cloud cover Arctic see to intercept solar
input,or giant ice wall ring in Arctic now becoming warmer and warmer, huge Methane burst
would burn and exterminate the world before long !!).<See [３]:⑶⑷>
⑶Who is Real Enemy and What They Conspire.
By observing USA president Trump,author could not help,but feel that how terribly USA has
been being ruled by brutal NAZIS reincarnated in USA after the operation Paperclip(this is

not only USA,almost now world the upside down). It is so called ruling by CIA-military
industry media complex the fascism due to NAZIS inheritance<see APPENDIX-2:⑸>.
Originally he was naively trying to alter USA as ordinal nation without terrible load of global
ruling directed by Bilderberger(Rockefeller,UK imperial,..) of wealthiest and nobility the
hereditary.Their fundamental philosophy is supremacism ruling.That is,people and nation
the major are those who should be exploited by nobility the minor and strategy of perpetual
struggle by setting enemy toward global hegemony winning.Thus the world has always been
chaos with struggles & disputes.Above all,it is Rockefeller who substantially had crooked
and intercepted Really Effective Global Climate Fixing Policy(Climate Wartime Regime).
Turning this deadlock is nothing,but REVOLUTION.
Note the silent climate scientists society seem to have become desperate for the time
left,however rapid global wartime regime transition has possibility of surviving !!!.
As for which,also author could not assure 100% success,however he can declare that

nothing REVOLUTION is certain toward CLIMATE HELL !!
Paris agreement(2015) is mere a hypocrite to deceive global people as for Arctic Methane
Risk.They never refer the deadly emergency.Thereby telling the truth is nothing,but global
REVOLUTION turning the upside down world,as for which the supremacists terribly hate.
APPENDIX-5:USA Related Topics.

Trump declared a national emergency over a border wall. What happens next?
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/02/16/donald-trump-national-emergenc
y-border-wall-fight/2876668002/

Trump Resort in Ireland Will Build Seawalls to Protect Against Climate Change
https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2017-12-22/trump-resort-in-ireland-will-build-s
eawalls-to-protect-against-climate-change

Trump acknowledges climate change — at his golf course
https://www.politico.com/story/2016/05/donald-trump-climate-change-golf-course-223436
Trump: US Military Intervention in Venezuela 'an Option'
https://www.voanews.com/a/trump-says-us-military-intervention-in-venezuela-an-option/477
0831.html
The Making of Juan Guaidó: How the US Regime Change Laboratory Created
Venezuela’s Coup Leader
https://grayzoneproject.com/2019/01/29/the-making-of-juan-guaido-how-the-us-regime-cha
nge-laboratory-created-venezuelas-coup-leader/

Trump says standing by Saudi crown prince despite pleas from Senate
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/12/donald-trump-supports-saudi-crown-prince-mohammedbin-salman.html
'Blindingly obvious' that MBS ordered Khashoggi murder: report
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/11/obvious-mbs-ordered-khashoggi-murder-report-1
81120115807476.html
Conspiracy theorists are linking Jamal Khashoggi’s murder to Princess Diana
https://www.newstatesman.com/science-tech/internet/2018/10/conspiracy-theorists-are-linki
ng-jamal-khashoggi-s-murder-princess
Jamal Khashoggi happens to be a first cousin of Dodi Fayed, the late boyfriend of Princess
Diana, who died with her in the infamous car crash in Paris the night of 31 August 1997.
Princess Diana conspiracy theories: Eight reasons people believe the crash in Paris
wasn’t all it seems,2018/10/25
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/princess-diana-death-conspiracy-theor
ies-paris-tunnel-car-crash-reasons-why-not-clear-planned-murder-a7918766.html
Someone told the haughty UK imperial the supremacist hated non white becoming family.
⑷What is Missing in USA.
The first and last thing demanded of genius is love of truth.
Nothing is more damaging to a new truth than an old error.......J.W.Goethe
Now USA had been dividend to those who follow the regime and who became against
it.However the latter seems weak to alter the world.Because they are told declined class of
white people in USA and are poor both in money,power position and intelligence,
because,necessary Scientists and Experts are almost in the regime side !!,
Above all,People in USA (the oil merchant Rockefeller ruling nation )has been terribly being
brain washed to be against ideology of communism and climate .Or in another simple
phrase,they has strongly been brain washed not to revolve the current regime.
Note also in yellow bests struggle in France,they are told to be lack in able leaders.
https://gendai.ismedia.jp/articles/-/58845
That is,there is decisive needs to make new leaders who can show accurate philosophy and
concrete policy against coming climate hell world,
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Your-Possible-Opting-is-only-REVOLUTION_or-EXTINCTION.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

[３]：How to Save Livelihood in Climate Wartime Regime.

Manual of wartime regime transition must be kept in any nation military.
A:Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the most emergent Risk at now World.
This is sudden and irreversible warming toward fire ball earth and AMEG(UK) proposed
the Risk evading technology by Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering.
http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/

is possible by rapid 80％CO2 cut by 2020
Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80％ by 2020.
B:Allowing 2

is fatal.→Below 1.5

https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
Lester R. Brown, Janet Larsen, Jonathan G. Dorn, and Frances C. Moore
⒜Foods and Energy.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

If you opt surviving in coming climate worsened world,it needs something transition in your
life.Above all,It is wartime,in which you never wish life before !!!.As a whole(national
emergency strategy),we could save foods and water(the minimum livelihoods resources) for
the time being.Rapid transition in new energy saving is similar with rapid weapon production
by national emergency (international) strategy.Thus rearrangement in industry become
inevitable as the strategy.By following it,rearrangement in employment become also
inevitable.Minimum Life Assurance must be kept by national emergency(international)
strategy,because unless it,all people could not consent the unsual transition.
thus once people had consensus on wartime regime,it is not impossible to do.
http://www.777true.net/Your-Possible-Opting-is-only-REVOLUTION_or-EXTINCTION.pdf
⒝Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering the Most Emergency Task at now !
This is deadly problem that had caused climate scientists silent.However none had proved
its impossibility,thereby,there is nothing, but tackling it !!
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
Following are decisive political mind problems
⒞Status Declining is to Cause People Hatred(Falling Angel→Satanization).
Climate wartime regime is to demand life level down by some degree,as for which,many not
poor hate.Above all,entrepreneur hate own enterprise declining,,then how to overcome?
This is deadly problem of do or die !!

⒟Extreme Singularity of the Wartime Regime without Visible Bomb Hitting.
Deadlock of making mind toward establishing climate wartime regime may be
nothing real vision on coming awful climate hell world.Even the many scientists live life as
usual in facing imminent Methane burst risk<punishment of burning in hell> !!!.
Nothing is stronger than fear for dying,so past wartime regime establishing succeeded.
Even any wars in past never caused global extermination,while climate could do !!!,though
none told reality of coming awful climate vision,but only musician Marvin Gaye,Rolling
Stones,Alexandre Scriàbine,.....Jucerino.N.R and Hitler did it<APPENDIX-2:>.
⒠Religious Deep Despair.
Also the Bible(Apocalypse) and Nordic Myth describe end of world the last judgment.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

This is problem of religious deep despair on so called coming Apocalypse Era.In facing
coming climate worsened world,some people seem to be in Religious Deep Despair.
Once retrospecting our life in the past,we failed and did many sins. Therefore,those think it
may be reasonable to face era of the last judgment.Or mankind is too barbaric to be war
animal who had done outrageously brutal and cruel history against mankind-themselves
and the nature.After all,mankind could not have done real repentance taught by the Bible.
The consequence is world burned as foretold by the Bible.
Also the Nordic Myth seems to have similar aspect with the Bible.It has same last stage of
world burned.It is the last stage in perpetual struggle and war history.
<Also see APPENDIX-6:Historical Trauma caused by Perpetual Struggles and Wars>.
Thus the kernel of problem is REPENTACE the teach of co-live with justice,truth and
brotherhood<main theme of the Bible called Gospel>.Certainly now the world is ruled by
injustice,fakes and hatred against the teach to have become upside down world !.
After all,due to above mentioned theology,
REPENTACE is nothing, but REVOLUTION turning the Upside Down World !.
The Bible,Ephesians.
6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers,against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness
in high places.Wherefore take unto you the whole Armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

APPENDIX-1:Scientists do analysis,while engineers do synthesis by cut and trying.

As for which,also author could not assure 100% success,however
he can declare that nothing revolution is certain toward CLIMATE HELL !!
This is the most concern for everyone,as for which ,following are those supplements.
⑴To tell from Conclusion,climate scientists seems pessimistic,while engineers optimistic.
Because the latter is person whose business is finding trouble to fix by cut and try the
heuristic approach.They know both desperate and hope.Note climate fixing is not science
only,but main work is engineering.For decisive and most important example,the supreme
risk of methane burst in Arctic,scientist had become desperate,while engineers proposed
Arctic Cooling Engineering.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
⑵Author has strong suspicion on ability of climate scientist.This is the reason.
If you see global temperature records,annual records are randomly and largely fluctuated
between average value.Why so largely those fluctuate ??.Since author began learning
climate science from 2007,he had been in the question.While no scientists answered.
This is very serious big problem for our dairy life,on which also amateur people could agree..
http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf
In 2016,author could reveal the cause due to uncertainty mechanism in fluid-dynamics.
This is problem of who familiar with math.However the actual observed data agree with the
theory,so also amateur people could agree.It is so called normal distribution the probability.
Then author happened to find cyclic solar heat fluctuation,which is stronger at now.Thereby
recent years strong heat wave so on may be partly due to temporal solar fluctuation.
As for which,no climate scientist tell<at least in authors information collected>.
They had become desperate by the data.What author wish to tell you is that becoming
desperate may be too fast at now !!,,however it is certain time left is not so much !!!
The Supplement.
Author has bee repeating Scientists Repentance toward Global Liberation in upside
down prison planet now facing global extermination.Possible option is too evident.
N＝Nothing Repentance→ global Extermination Risk→ Non Scientists Coup.
Y＝Repentance Rushing→ starting global REVOLUTION.
It is not that climate diagnosis never be done,but only by climate scientists.
The most our concern climate fixing is mainly task of engineering.Author is optimistic
on energy engineering,while singular Arctic Cooling Geo Engineering has been left by the
R&D.However cloud making method is told established one.Ice wall making in severe winter
season is possible to calculate its outrageous big scaling,however it is not impossible.

APPENDIX-2:Climate Hell Reality Visioned by the Para-normalitys.
⑴Save the children in album What's going on by Marvin Gaye USA(1971).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEA-m4kibzM
⑵Jumping Jack Flash by the Rolling Stones UK(1969).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJ9D0UHP7x4
⑶Vers la Flamme(Toward the Flame,1914)" by Alexander.N.Scriabin(1872-1915)
http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw>.
⑷Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is

done in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jocelyno Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
He may be only one who could have image of 5 billion people die.The coming 2043 would
not be due to CO2 global warming in rather slow tempo,but to rapid collapse by Arctic
methane catastrophe.
⑸Hitler's almost fact Prediction on People who are Ruled.
It is not always fact that unrighteous person never tell truth.
⒜eternal non adult group in Hitler's marvelous Predictions
Following is authors translation from Japanese.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04
What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite
aristocracy would appear by survival struggles.Then also appear "eternal non adult
group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.
They are mankind who can not be adult till their death.Such event never happen in normal
severe society.Therefore there would be abnormal society who bring up child by easy ways.

And top on all of them,new Aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading
person would be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new regime would be established in inner
and outer side of nation.Also east region become giant experimental one,..........and then
new European social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .
⒝Hitler's Astonishing Prediction-Coming 2039 the Scene<2043 by Jucelino
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#05
●Following are prediction told by Hitler[After 1999,Syodensha Pub Co ,Japan].
…”separation of the extreme would be more advanced.After 1989,mankind separation would
have advanced more and more as very minor new type of ruler and as new type of massive

ruled.One operate everything,while the others are ruled all with unconscious.It is not only
mankind,but also globe with universe would go into big change.After 1989,mankind would go
access toward unprecedented big Catastrophe.Once in my young age,I wrote it that mankind
would be revenged someday by big nature in “Mein Kampf”.It is era after 1989.Mankind had
become boast to do harm against nature,which would turn to cause big disaster as the revenge
against mankind. And finally it would lead mankind toward supreme unimaginable state .It is
after 150years from my birth.The coming supreme event can be seen clearly by my-self
inspiration,even though, it is unbelievable......In the end of 20th century,it would be substantially
ruled by NAZISM even though its superficial seemed ruled by democracy or socialism.
Coming world would be separated to who rule and massive who are ruled,as is my hope,and
both nation of democracy and socialism would go competition and killing with each others by
employing weapons developed in NAZIS. It is also convulsion era of nature.Mankind would be
terribly revenged by nature.Also climate would be separated into two of sever heat wave and
sever cold one,fire and ice,big floods and big droughts.Those would alternately attack ground.
....................................................................................................................................................
*)1989,J.Hansen testimonied CO2 global warming in US congress ,Falling of Bering Wall.

⑹Dictator knocking at the door, 2019/02/14
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/2019/02/dictator-knocking-at-the-door.html

Countdown to Extinction
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=UQJZR2-nI04
You must face and see this video.

APPENDIX-3:Basic Income(BI) assure your life even when jobless or income down.
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J96-BASIC-INCOME.pdf
⑴Above is Japanese.Summary and coarsely to tell,at first<0 jobless approximation> ,nation
is to pay all the nation people basic income without any restricted condition.Then salary
above basic income amount at present must be subtracted by basic one amount to pay tax
by company.Thereby salary amount never change.Also almost nothing paying cost
increasing in company.
At 2nd<not 0 jobless approximation>,now your income is fed for your family(wife and children
without income).Then jobless people is to be counted as adding your family by few jobless
rate degree in national average meaning<this is a few tax increasing component>.
⑵Thereby,even in ECONOMIC REGIME CHANGE by technology or by Climate Policy,
your income could be assured by BI.This is also saving minimum market size by BI.
⑶A people becomes impossible to do,when he feel also massive others consider it so.

A people becomes possible to do,when he feel also massive others consider it so.
⑷Once people had become aware on deadly climate reality,

they could do their best to survive.Trust and Bet it at now !!!!
Then rapid decision making(on global climate-war time declaration)in a time
is decisive to do or die.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-sale-the-Climate-Policy-hated-by-All.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-React
ion.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-SolutionReaction.pdf

APPENDIX-4:Hydrogen Energy and Transportation.
Introduction:They say 100% renewable energy is possible,
https://reneweconomy.com.au/100-renewable-energy-is-possible-practical-logical-setting-the-record-straight-46562/

However,by 2050 is too late,even as though,the resources of wind and solar are too sufficient for
the demand,and the technology had already established.Nothing is only rapid implementation
policy due to the old regime.Then it is only global climate wartime regime transition that can do.

Generally telling,generating H2gas needs more energy than that of H2gas itself.
This faulty problem is discussed in last item.Surplus electrical power(solar and wind turbine
off shore)can not save its power in tank,however those could be effective to H2gas
generation to tank saving. Now there are two hydrogen technologies as follows.

HCM=Hydrogen Liquidation similar as Gasoline.
⑴Hydrogen is transformed into methyl cyclohexane (MCH) by reaction with toluene
, and stores and transports hydrogen in this MCH liquid state similar as gasoline1).
1)

Room temperature / atmospheric pressure liquid with a volume of 1/500 of gas state.

⑵In hydrogen utilization site, hydrogen is separated from MCH by dehydrogenation reaction
using catalyst2) and supplied to customers.
http://hrein.jp/productline/supplysystem
2)

Those catalyst now uses expensive platinum(Pt) by some degree.

Fuel Cell.
⑶Electrode Catalyzer REVOLUTION !
Electrical Motor Car with Battery is very simple,but former battery was expensive and fragile.
However recent R&D established Pt-less Fuel Cell with cost less than1/1000 !!.
Japan Co invented Pt-less Fuel Cell Electrode and supplied to Canada Co. 2017/9/13
https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDZ13HSI_T10C17A9TJ1000/
http://www.ballard.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMYyxOs1HpY
⑷H2gas Generation by non Standard Method<Pulse Water Electrtolysis>
⒜Stanley Meyer invented so called Pulse Water Electrtolysis,which generate gas energy
more than input power for electrolysis.Thus this is also to become REVOLUTION !!
http://jnaudin.free.fr/
http://jnaudin.free.fr/wfcbooster/indexen.htm

Authorized academy say it is energy conservation law violation,so we neglect .However this
universe total energy is zero<This is authorized>.Note attraction force is negative energy !.
０＝Positive matter energy－Negative Gravity Energy.
Due to Einstein,E＝mc2,then mass=m generate universal gravity of negative energy.Then
note definition of catalyzer is chemical reaction enhancement in bonding or
decomposition reaction without energy and change of itself ?(catalyzer).
⒝Carbon Catalyzer would Destine Coming Future Energy Life of Us.
Thus R&D on non-Pt catalyzer is imminent to realize economy Hydrogen Energy System.
Once author surveyed fundamental mechanism of catalyzer and got simple interpretation on
conductive metal surface with dense electron density.
http://www.777true.net/img0010-General-Analysis-on-Room-Temperature-Nuclear-Fusion.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Real-Image-of-quantum-Chemical-Reaction.pdf
This is rather difficult for amateur,but is explained as follows.A chemical reaction needs
potential barrier passing by heat energy injection or potential barrier lowering by catalyzer.
heat exciting using energy

heat cutter

catalyzer exciting using non energy(?)

dense electron(space)bonding destroyer

Imagine a couple in very crowded and charming space,they are to miss their partner !
Metal such as Pt,Cu,Ag may be rather simple due to so called Band Theory of solid state
physics,of which surface is filled with crowded semi-free electrons,then semi-free means
being of attraction force toward inner space of solid,which is called WORK FUNCTION.
Singular feature of Pt is its strongest force than others(stable for chemical erosion).
However the value is not so much different with other metals.
While non metal CARBON is singular,however it has similar feature as the metal.Because
they are told many bonding hands eagerly wish handshaking with others,thereby carbon
compounds has the most kinds of chemical molecular in the nature world.
Maybe this mechanism would enhance decomposition of water molecule or methyl
cyclohexane (MCH) toward H2 generation.Then carbon must cut off his handshaking before
long.This is mystery for now author,but must become glorious task for global researchers.

APPENDIX-6:Fatal Historical Trauma caused by Perpetual Struggles and Wars.
To know enemy and own enable victory in 100times battles.......Sun zu
Nothing is more damaging to a new truth than an old error.......J.W.Goethe
Holy mission of Jew religion leader was liberating enslaved people from brutal suppression
by monarchism since EXODUS from Egyptian kingdom.While German with king motive was
perpetual conquering other races. Even at now,this damned scheme never be changed
Note the Bible was written by religious Jewish people the persecuted in long history,While e
Nordic myth was inherited by German people the perpetual war race in the past and the
ruling class in modern world.Both were terribly had been being against with each other.After
all it is their elites who had turned the now world upside down(anti God=Anti-Semitism).
Especially NAZIS holocaust(and following perpetual struggle between Israel and Muslim
nations)against Jew had damaged to their mind toward religious deep despair.While also
German had noticed their awful destiny to be destroyer against mankind.All of dire events in
modern history were related all with them<the world war the 1st,2nd,and 3rd(climate war
toward global extermination due to oil merchant Rockefeller with Bilderberger)>..
They are race who once had been seeking lands with less population and emigrating
entirely toward north regions,however the region was too severe to live without sufficient
resources,which turned their life sever,cruel to be war fighter against the other races,
After all,some of them had become to consider themselves not loved by God,which turned
to hate against Jewish people whose revealed mission is global democratization without
violence ruling since era of Moses to Christ.It is their political mission that had caused more
deadly hatred by non-Jew European Rulers.The consequence is Holocaust against Jew by
NAZIS.NAZIS was secretly created by capitalists Rockefeller the Wall street rulers,thus
NAZIS reincarnated in USA(CIA-military industry media complex the army of Rockefeller
regime) after the war is anti-revolution machine for elite Bilderberger.
Their motive force is hatred against activists of Global Liberation.
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf
http://www.777true.net/It-is-us-who-are-on-the-GermanWings-Airbus-A320-whose-door-is-fi
rmly-locked.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-wor
ld-desperate.pdf

APPENDIX-7:Complete Symmetry for Equality.
What created this universe is nothing law the Almighty,so everyone is equal in its very origin.
Nothing law allows “everything at all” must be !!,and there are infinite parallel running
universe to accomplish the equality in God. Einstein was right,”God never throw dice !! ”.
The Simple,but Sure Verification.
If universe began by not nothing,it is not beginning.
If universe began by nothing,you may say it is impossible,
because nothing is nothing forever due to causality law the logic !.
However you can not prove being the law in nothing world.
This is assured position of Modern Physic due to so called Observability.
Simply to tell,you never tell nothing sure without Visible Evidence.
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf

Postscript:After all,our urgent task is nothing,but only rapid correcting gigantic errors!!.

